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No winners in nuclear war,
Ground Zero speaker says
By Leslie Vining
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Nuclear war has no winners,
Student Action Center coordinator
Kristina Helium said to about 300
observers at the Ground Zero Rally
on the University of Montana Oval
Thursday.
The sun-drenched crowd watch
ed Helium introduce Miss
Hollycaust, Betty Be-ready, Mr.
Atom Splitter and others who
competed for most “unconcerned”
student in a satirical skit on “How
to Profit in a Nuclear War."
Their messages drifted across
the campus: “You’ve got to live in
the past to know anything about
the future," Miss Hollycaust said.
"So what if people die,” Mr. Atom

Splitter argued.
Each character received a white
ribbon award — a blindfold for
their lack of concern. The
envelope containing the winner’s
name was opened, but was empty.
“There are no winners, because
there are no winners in a nuclear
war,” Helium said. A taped whistl
ing sound followed the message
and then an exploding sound
carried across the campus.
“ Ground Zero shocks us as it
s h o u ld ,” said Rev. G ayle
Sandholm, United Methodist Cam
pus Minister. “To think of Ground
Zero is to reflect on ultimate
things, ultimate anxieties, the
ultimate radical negation of life,”
he said.
To reflect on the consequences

of nuclear war, Sandholm said,
was "ultimate but not final.” By
being concerned with the possible
"nothingness” of life, which would
result after a nuclear war, he said,
people get power to resist nuclear
war and the power to live.
People must begin to see con
n e c tio n s th a t tie n u c le a r
developments to government
policies, Sandholm said. An exam
ple would be how the military
budget relates to keeping the
Chrysler Corporation from going
bankrupt by contracting for more
tanks, he said. Sandholm en
couraged people to make these
connections and to take action for
the future, even if action seemed
Cont. on p. 6

REVEREND GAYLE SANDHOLM of the United Methodist Campus
Ministry addressed a crowd of nearly 200 yesterday during the Ground
Zero Activities held at noon in the UM Oval. (Staff photo by Richard
Dahnke.)

UM drop-out rate high
By Charles Mason
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Group hopes to ‘silence silo’
By Mark Smith
Kaimin Reporter

Take one seed of nuclear dis
content. Plant it in one of the
barren, half-acre plots occupied
by a
Minuteman missile and
nourish it until it becomes a
grassroots movement. Maybe
then, members of Missoula’s
Species Life House say, Montana
can "Silence One Silo.”
The problem of nuclear disarma
ment “ is too big for government to
handle” and the "people must take
up on a grass roots level, a citizens
initiative to begin local disarma
ment,” Mark Anderlik, a member of
the house located at 401 E. Spruce,
said.
Disarming one silo, Anderlik
said, would send a message to the
world, and particularly to the
Soviets, that nuclear disarmament
is possible. It could take up to five
years to disarm one silo or it might
never be done Anderlik said.
The group hopes the Soviets
would respond in kind, reducing
the threat of nuclear war, he said,
but if they do not, the Silence One
Silo project would be halted.
Anderlik is secretive about some
plans to plant the seed of nuclear

discontent, but one method, he
said, that is possible is for
someone to climb the chain link
and barbed wire fence surroun
ding the silo and enter the missile
compound in an act of civil dis
obedience.
Other acts, he said, could in
clude blocking the entrance to the
compound and the formation of a
peace village near the silo.
“The reason I am willing to take
that risk is because I cannot live a
lie,” Anderlik said. “ My life is
something precious to me. The
truth of the word of peace is
something that is much more
important to me than the possible
consequences I would face.”
Bryan Black, a member of the
group and an assistant professor of
philosophy at UM, said the group
has found a farmer with a silo on
his land in the Shelby area. The
farmer has agreed to let protestors
on his land, but Black would not
release his name because the
group is trying to gain more
support from farmers and ranchers
in the area in case another silo
must be choosen.
Nuclear weapons reductions
“aren’t going to happen through
established
political
means,”

Anderlik said, and said for that
reason it is important for a grass
roots movement to arise.
“ People can either give up and
say that it’s inevitable” that nuclear
war is going to happen “or turn to
violence,” he said.
Anderlik said that his group,
through civil disobedience, “ is
trying to get beyond the despair of
looking at either one of those
choices.”
"Violence isn’t going to achieve
peace,” Anderlik added. Instead he
said the group approves of non
violent civil disobedience.
It doesn’t have fast results, but it
is an action, a resistance, he said,
but "Before any of that happens,
there has to be a massive amount
of people who are committed
enough, and trusting enough, to
put their lives on the line.”
The group, Anderlik said, is now
only co-ordinating the Silence
One Silo project and in the future
will rely on "total tactics”—“ people
taking responsibilities themselves.
There’ll be a diversity of means in
how to reach a common end.”
Some of those means, Black
said, could include an initiative
calling for the removal of one
missile, gaining the support of
community and political leaders,
and educating the people on the
dangers of nuclear war.
On a massive level, Anderlik
said, it amounts “to non-violent
coercion" where so many people
are “ putting themselves before the
war machine, that the authorities
could not deal with it.”
"I think a lot of people share the
perception that our number one
problem, as human beings, is the
threat of nuclear war and, in some
sense, we have to deal with that
problem before any other
problems be dealt with,” he said.
Trying to achieve nuclear disar
mament, through the “ means that
we use speaks to the future” he
said, on how to deal with disputes
among peoples in a non-violent
manner.

Nearly one-half of all freshmen
who entered the University of
Montana in 1980 did not stay to
finish their sophomore year, ac
cording to a study conducted by
the Retention Research Com
mittee.
Maureen Curnow, associate
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and a member of the
committee, partially blamed large
classes for the attrition rate.
"You take a freshman from a
small Montana town and you put
him in classes with 60 or 70
students, and he has a problem
coping," she said.
Curnow said the average stu
dent to faculty ratio is 19 to 1 but
some introductory classes contain
as many as 100 students.
She said large classes force

professors to use lecture instead of
discussion formats and to rely on
multiple-choice tests.
"Writing, analytical and verbal
skills are left undeveloped in large
classes,” she said.
This handicaps students and
creates problems for them when
they take smaller classes where
these skills are required, she said.
Other problems in retaining
students she said, are identifying
those who need help and then
helping them.
Curnow said the placement tests
offered during fall orientation
should be mandatory.
One-third of all freshmen taking
assessment tests were identified
as needing help in basic skills such
as reading and math. These
students were asked to take
specially designed courses to help
Cont. on p. 6

Miss Missoula pageant
By Rita Munzenrider
Kaimin Reporter

For three University of Montana
students, the Miss Missoula
Pageant is more than just a beauty
contest. It's a chance to win a
scholarship.
Julie Proctor, 20, Beth LaVelle,
20, and Therese Clark, 18, will
compete against six other

Correction
An article in yesterday’s
Montana Kaimin inaccurate
ly reported the amount of
money owed to the Universi
ty of Montana. According to
Dan Smith, who was called
the administrative assistant
to UM President Neil
Bucklew in an accom
panying cutline but is actual
ly the executive assistant, the
full amount is $3.2 million,
only part of which is due
to loan defaults.
The Kaimin regrets the
errors.

Missoula-area women Saturday
night for a $250 scholarship and
the “ Miss Missoula, 1982” title.
Proctor, sophomore in general
studies from Missoula, said she
joined the Pageant mainly because
of its scholarship opportunities.
"It’s a scholarship pageant,” she
said. “And it’s frustrating when
people rib it as just a beauty
contest. It’s that and so much
more. It’s a show, a program."
LaVelle, a former UM student
from Missoula who will return next
fall to major in pre-nursing, said
the Pageant is the best opportunity
to receive scholarships that she
has seen.
Therese Clark, freshman in
interpersonal
communications
from Billings, entered the pageant
partly because it would pay for a
quarter's tuition. "It all helps these
days," she said.
R a m on a K u b u r ic h , th e
pageant’s executive director,
agrees that the pageant is primari
ly run to offer scholarships.
“There just aren't enough
scholarships for women today,
especially with all the cutbacks,"
Cont. on p. 6

Opinions
Make waiving fee easy
The Montana Kaimin continues to endorse the Mon
tana Public Interest Research Group. But now that the
Board of Regents has approved a funding system that
MontPIRG supporters say they can operate under, a close
look should be given to MontPIRG funding.

Kaimin editorial
Two major forms of funding for MontPIRG have been
discussed at regents meetings.
MontPIRG supporters have said that they could not
establish the research group under a “ positive-check-off”
system, which the regents approved in December.
Under the positive check-off system, a box would have
appeared on University of Montana registration forms,
with instructions for students to check the box if they
wished to be billed an extra $2 to fund MontPIRG.
Supporters of MontPIRG said that this would be just a
donation system, and that it would thus provide a
psychological block preventing some students from
wanting to fund MontPIRG even If they supported it.
A week ago, the regents approved a “waivablerefundable” fee system, for which MontPIRG supporters
had lobbied. The “ refundable” part of the funding system
means that if students who paid $2 to fund the group are
dissatisfied with MontPIRG's work during the quarter,
they can go to wherever MontPIRG has set up office to
request a refund of the money.
The “ waivable” part of the system means that students
can also opt not to pay the $2 fee at registration.
Most discussion of the waivable system has the fee
automatically included at registration, requiring students
who do not wish to fund MontPIRG revolved around the
idea of having to go to a special table at registration to
sign a document stating that they wish to have the $2
removed from their fees.
Many students have complained, however, that having
to go to a table to sign a waiver is an unfair hassle—
particularly at registration time—being placed on
students who do not support MontPIRG. Some have even
said that the "hassle factor” might be intentional: the
greater the number of students who decided that $2 is not
worth the hassle of signing another document during
registration or seeking out MontPIRG later during the
quarter, the more money MontPIRG would get.
But while the “ hassle factor” is almost certainly not
intentional, it does exist. And MontPIRG, as an organiza
tion that is supposed to serve students’ interests, should
not be funded by a system that will virtually guarantee
such a degree of "unw illing” support.
A solution exists, however. UM President Neil Bucklew
still must negotiate the contract with MontPIRG before it
can be established. Bucklew is free to interpret the
meaning of the terms the regents approved, MontPIRG
supporters said last week.
The waivable part of the system does not need to be the
signing of a document. Students could waive the $2 fee by
checking a box on the registration form saying that they
do not wish to fund MontPIRG.
This system would not have the psychological block
difficulty that MontPIRG supporters saw with the positive
check-off system, as it would be atnatter of saying “ No, I
don’t wish to pay an extra $2 to fund MontPIRG” instead
of “Yes, I do wish to pay an extra $2 to fund MontPIRG.”
This would also be much simpler for students who do
not support MontPIRG — instead of going to yet another
table and signing yet another document, they can waive
the fee by merely placing a check mark on the registration
form.
Some MontPIRG supporters have said that if waiving
the fee does not require students to go to the special
MontPIRG table, students will not take the time to go to
the table and find out about MontPIRG, as they will be too
busy with registration. This shows, however, that going to
that table during registration would be a hassle, thus
demonstrating why the waivable part of the system
should not be interpreted so as to require non-supporters
to do so.
In order to ensure fairness to all the students, Bucklew
should make it as easy as possible for the students who do
not support the group to waive the fee.
MontPIRG is a worthwhile group. It deserves support.
But it does not deserve funding from students who pay
the fee only because they don't put forth extra effort just
to keep their own money.
Brian L. Rygg
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Citizen,

by Greg Gadberry

National village idiot?
During the early days of the Reagan presiden
cy, journalists were very forgiving toward Ronald
Reagan. When he forgot important figures or
could not explain his programs accurately or
made "misstatements of fact,” many reporters
simply wrote the mistakes off to inexperience.
No longer. Today, many journalists are saying
publicly that Reagan may be either too ignorant
or too stupid to be president.
While trying to convey ideas and information to
the U.S. people, Reagan has racked up an
impressive list of bloopers.
Last month, The Nation, a liberal weekly
opinion magazine, began to chronicle some of
the more interesting Reagan flubs. Here are a few
that were published in the March 6 issue:
• During an interview with CBS’s Dan Rather,
Reagan reportedly said “Well, I have said many
times . . . that if I had to come down to a choice
between rebuilding our defenses or balancing
our budget, I would have to come down on the
side of rebuilding our defenses,” But The Nation
learned from White House sources that Reagan
had never before made such a statement.
• At a press conference in February, Reagan
reportedly said that only $592 million out of the
$3.2 billion budget for the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act was used for
actual job training. A source at the Department of
Labor later told The Nation that $1.4 billion was
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used for training, a figure much larger than that
supposedly quoted by Reagan.
The list goes on and on. During the last two
years, Reagan has made little mistakes such as
making up facts for speeches and major flubs
such as not being able to recognize one of his
cabinet members.
And there are almost as many theories about
the reasons for Reagan's bloopers as there are
bloopers themselves.
One Nation columnist, for example, suggested
that Reagan is ignorant because he was
overwhelmed by the responsibilities of his job.
Another Nation writer contended that the
president’s ignorance is deliberate, and that
Reagan was using it to keep information from the
public. A writer for The New Republic, a centerist
opinion magazine, suggested that Reagan was
intellectually lazy. And a columnist for Conser
vative Digest, an ultra-right-wing opinion
magazine, hinted that Reagan was being kept in
the dark by evil staffers who wanted to destroy
the Reagan programs.
But while many journalists are trumpeting this
"Reagan as ignoramus" theme, others are not so
kind. They contend that ignorance is not the
issue: stupidity is.
Most of these writers use roundabout ways to
describe Reagan’s failings: they call the president
distant, disengaged or detached. But they all
point to the same problem. Reagan, it seems,
often doesn’t know or doesn’t care what’s going
on.
But this debate over whether Reagan is
ignorant or stupid is really secondary to another
problem: what are we going to do with him?
Reagan was elected president of a nation
where the prevailing political philosophy states
that anyone can grow up to lead the country. No
IQ tests are required of political candidates.
But this wonderful system has a built-in flaw.
Considering that anyone can be president,
chances are that we might occasionally elect a
lemon. And in that case, all we can do is either
wait for the lemon’s term to end or throw the
lemon out.
If Reagan is lazy or ignorant, our problems are
not quite so bad. All we must do is demand that he
improve his performance. We must tell him that
we will not put up with any more bloopers at press
conferences, or any more ignorance toward the
issues of the day. Instead of allowing him to
escape to his California ranch, we must demand
that Reagan stay in the White House until he
learns the job of being president.
But if we discover that Reagan really is too
stupid to hold down the job, we must end his
presidency. For Reagan stands at the top of the
Free World. His decisions affect millions, and in
fact, could affect the fate of the entire planet. We
do not need, we can not tolerate, a dunce with his
hand on The Button.
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Thanks from Pat
Editor I would like to extend my
sincere and profound thanks and
love to those people, on campus
and off, who have prayed for me,
comforted me, and helped me out
in so many different ways the last
eight months. These people have
proven what makes the University
of Montana and Missoula great,
they care. My only regret is that I
can not list them all personally.
God Bless You,
Patrick Norwood
junior, business administration
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with the author's name, class and major (as well as
address and telephone number, for verification
purposes only), and mailed or brought to the
Montana Kaimin, J206. Unless otherwise requested
in writing, the Kaimin w ill correct spelling and
capitalization errors and put letters into our usual
format but make no other corrections, except when
over-Jong letters need to be cut. The Kaimin is under
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Sports------------------------Baseball club faces rebuilding season
By Dale Wyman
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

With a new head coach and
fourteen new players, the Universi
ty of Montana baseball club is in a
rebuilding year.
Player/Coach Steve T rickel
makes no bones about it—he
believes that his club has the talent
to propel them to a winning
season.
Although UM is 0-5 so far this
season, Trickel is an optimist and
believes that his team will have a
good season.
“The guys are starting to dis
cover what it takes to have a
winning team,” Trickel said.
Club president and president of
the Intermountain Federation of
Baseball Clubs, Dave Jandt, is also
an optimist.
“The fact that we weren’t outside
at all (because of bad weather)
prior going down to Utah State,
this week's games are looking
more promising,” Jandt said.
UM will put its winless season to
the test this weekend as they host
Utah State for two games. Action
begins Saturday morning at 11
with two nine-winning contests.
Both games will take place at
Campbell Field, located next to
Dornblaser Stadium.
The Grizzlies return six
members, all of whom were
starters last season.
Trickel, who is in his third
season as a player, is UM’s top
pitcher, leading the club with a
3.28 earned run average. The 23year-old Texas native also can be
seen in the outfield.
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Jandt, a Bozeman native, along
with his job as president of the
club, is another starting hurler for
the Griz.
Leadoff hitter Greg Morton from
California holds down the fielding
chores at second base. Morton, 21,
is in his second season with the
club.
T w e n ty -y e a r-o ld
D ennis
Murphy from Harlowton, Mont., is
UM’s most versatile athlete. The
second-year member can be
spotted in the outfield or in the
infield and, most recently at
shortstop.
The third-base position belongs
to J e f f H e n a u lt, 21, o f
Massachusetts. The defensive
standout has committed just three
errors in his last three seasons with
the Grizzlies.
The final returning member is
Sam Hubbard, 21 of Missoula. In
his third season with the club,
Hubbard plays centerfield.
Other starters include first year
members Bart DePratu, catcher;
Dave Smith, first base; Mike Kato,
shortstop; Kevin Mazzucola, right
field, and Ray Eckness; designated
hitter.
Remaining
rookies include
Roger Lynn, Fritz Neighbor, Chris
Adams, Rob Jimenez, Mark Simp
son, Jeff Mackey, Steve Dicomitus,
Kevin Fraser and Skip French.
With this new crop of players
one would expect a weak squad;
however, statistics show different
results.
The Grizzlies’ top hitters have
been rookies Smith from Billings
and Mazzucola from Helena, who
have combined for a .411 batting

..............
Track tickets on sale

Tickets for next Saturday’s
, tra c k m eet fe a tu rin g
| Southern Methodist Univer, sity — which has many world
■ class performers — are on
’ sale at the fieldhouse ticket
' office and the normal UM
! ticket outlets.
'
The price is $3 for adults
| and $2 for students at the
' gate, and $2.50 and $1.50 in
! advance. All Marathon 10
■ participants who wear their
! T-shirt to the meet will be
' admitted for $1.
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average. The two gathered seven
of the total 12 hits UM had last
weekend against Utah State.
A superb pitching performance
by Simpson allowed UM to play its
finest game, according to Trickel,
a 5-2 loss to Utah State.
Sharing the catcher’s position
are DePratu of Whitefish and
Adams of Big Timber.
“ Both of these guys did quite a
job for us," Trickel said. “They
(Utah State) weren’t motivated to
steal on us in fright of Bart’s arm.”
The two gunned down five Utah
State runners in last week’s games.
Tabbed by Trickel as the top
club, Boise State defeated UM
twice to begin its season. Then
three losses to Utah State gave the
Griz its current 0-5 mark.
Idaho State, which is also in a
rebuilding year, is picked by
Trickel as the third toughest UM
opponent.
Because the end of Spring
Quarter is drawing near for Boise
State, Utah State and Idaho State,
the Grizzlies’ season is cut short.
Jandt says he believes that there is
a solution that would lengthen the
season for UM.
“We would like to play Montana
legion teams for recruiting pur
poses, but limited budgeting
doesn’t allow us to,” Jandt said.
"What I would like to see done
next year is to bring in several
Montana legion teams, house
them, feed them and show them
the advantages of attending UM.
As the only college baseball club in
the state we feel this could draw
future baseball players and
students to the UM.”

Provocative Paperbacks
The E cology o f Freedom — Bookchin
Basin & Range — M cP hee
A B ook o f Five Rings — Musashi
Politics o f W om en ’s Spirituplity — Spretnak
Protest and Survive — Thom pson
b r o w s e r s w e lc o m e

Fine Fiction
Homesteading
Poetry
Mysteries ’

549-2127

FREDDY'S
FEED AND READ

Open Daily
9:00 am-10:00 pm
Sunday
11:00 am-9:00 pm

1221 Helen

Preparing for
Marriage
A structured opportunity for
couples to explore together
the elements of shared life
and growth in intimacy.
Couple dialogue, personal
reflection, skills learning,
group discussion and
partner exercises.
Wednesday evenings, 7:00-9:00 for five weeks beginning
May 5th. LA 204.
C onducted by Frank Matule

Sponsored by the Center for Student Development
• PHONE 243-4711 to sign up. N o Fee

Do Your Scalp a Favor
Does the cold air have your hair looking dry?
Let one of our students give you a protein treat
ment to promote healthy, manageable hair.

“We Care About Your Hair

BIG SKY COLLEGE
of Barber-Styling, Inc.
800 Kensington

Ph. 721-5588

O p en 9 -6 Tues.-S at.

A LL S E R V IC E S

No A ppointm ent
Necessary

PERFORM ED BY
STUDENTS

Let your feet make
a place for themselves.

Jtonst

SATU RD AY,
MAY 1, 1982
AT 8:00 P.M.
UC BALLROOM
$8.50/$7.00/$5.50- GENERAL ADMISSION
$4.50—STUDENTS/SENIOR CITIZENS
TICKETS AND INFORMATION
AVAILABLE AT UC BOX OFFICE,243-4383
ASUM PERFORMING ARTS SERIES

FREE

Footprints In sane

Footprinting in a Birkenstock

Feet in the sand make footprints.
Feet In Birkenstock footwear do the very same thing.
The Birkenstock footbed Is heat and pressure sensitive,
to mold to your foot, and become your footprint.
So walking In Birkenstock Is a lot
like walking barefoot In the sand,
with one very convenient difference.
You can walk In Birkenstock
all year long.
Co-op Advertising

70
new
pairs
now
in
stock.

M O N E Y !? ?
Not exactly, but

ASUM
is accepting budgets for the
academic year 19 8 2 -8 3 .
Applications are available in the
University Center, Room 105

Birkenstock,*

HIDE and SOLE

Custom Leathercraft and Footwear

236 N.
Higgins

Deadline to apply is
April 30 at 5:00 PM

Downtown
549-0666
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Kaimin classifieds
personals_____________________

DON'T MISS it. Comedian and magician Larry
Wilson Tuesday, April 27,8 p.m. in the Commons.
_______________________________________ 92-1

VISA — MASTERCARD issued quickly! No credit
check guaranteed! Free details send selfaddressed, stamped envelope! Creditime, Box
334-ER, Rye, NH 03870._________________ 92-1

HI BRENDA, welcome toU M I I love you. Joel.

CAP — Sorry, but Doc Savage will be busy all
weekend.
92-1
DON QUIXOTE is not dead! Happy Birthday Miguel
de Cervantes!
92-1

92-1

OH, IF I had only known sooner! It was rapture, it
was heaven, it was peeling potatoes! it was Army,
Navy. Air Force. Marines. (It's a great place to start
a career in manual labor).
92-1

OUT IN MONTANA — A lesbian and gay male
organization offers various services including:
Women's Night Monday, and Gay Males Together
on Tuesday. For more info, call 728-6589 between
3 p m -10 p m. Also in service are 2 hotlines. 5422684 for women, and 728-8758 fo r men.
92-1

HEY SPORTS fans! MONTANA KAIMIN classified
ads are 50C per line, 5 words per line, 45C per line
for each additional day, and remember, lost and
found, and transportation ads are free. Montana
Kaimin Business Office, Journalism 206A, 2436541.________________________________ 60-50

RUQBY PLAYERS for Social Consequences of
Nuclear War to meet at the Stadium. Mystery Prop
w ill preside.____________________
92-1

SKAT ATOG HWIT SATO — TOGA KATO — In
code.
92-1

LONELY? ANGRY? Sad? Reach O ut Write to:
Rashell Waters, Box 7293, Missoula, Mont. 59607.
Enclose $1.00 for sincere reply.
91-2

MALTBY: MEET us in the Kiva Kiva Kiva Kiva Kiva
Kiva Kiva Room! R&R.
92-1

ABER RESIDENTS: Have you signed up fo r the
Career Exploration Workshop yet? Hurry before
all slots are filled. For information and sign up
check at Main Desk of Aber Hall.
92-4

P.T. CLUB: Deadline for Physical Therapy T-shirts is
this Friday — sign up In P.T, Complex.
90-3

MUCK, MY baby boomkins. I’ll come to you faster
than a speeding building! I'll leap over tall bullets
in a single bound! I’ll run you down like a powerful
locomotive! My X-ray vision and I love youl
Christopher.____________
92-1

A FREE night of hilarious magic. Tuesday night,
April 27 at 8 p.m. Larry Wilson live in the Copper
Commons.
92-1

MAGIC. MUSIC, Romance. THE MAGIC FLUTE.
Jpril 29-May 1. U.T. 243-4581.____________ 90-3
W ONT YOU JOIN THE DANCE? Beginning
Scottish Country Dance Class Friday, 7:30 p.m..
Fine Arts 302.
90-3

LASCIVIOUS AND PRURIENT women wanted for
bus trip to Rugby tournament. Call Bob at 7285375._________________________________ 92-1

ALPHA PHI Helping Hearts Rock-a-Thon. A pril 30May 1 from 2:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. (24 hours) at
1107 Gerald. For information o r if you would like
to make a pledge call 543-3623. All pledges
received go to the Heart Fund.
92-5

CHEAP THRILLS — Scottish Country Dancing.
Beginning Class starts Friday, 4/23. Fine Arts 302,
7:30 p.m.
_______________________ 90-3

KTFC — We're journalists, not athletes! (But we're
looking for a second win.)
92-1

Think TOGA KATS — TOGA! TOGA!
PRESS CLUB tonight. Be there — or be talked
about!
92-1

LARRY WILSON IS COMING!_____________ 92-f
ALL loyal FARTers meet at Press Box tonight. It's
gonna be a road show folks.____________ 92-1

MAP! Where’s my letter? CEBLR___________ 92-1

COMEDIAN AND MAGICIAN Larry Wilson live in
the Copper Commons Tuesday, April 27. 8 p.m.
It's a free be from ASUM Programming.
92-1

COFFEEHOUSE: JUDY Fjell. Fri., April 23. 8 p.m.,
UC Lounge. FREE.
_________________ 89-4

WALPURGIS NACHT is just a week away. Are you
prepared?
92-1

YOU D O NT HAVE TO BE SCOTTISH! Beginning
Scottish Dance Class. Friday. 7:30 p.m., Fine Arts
302.__________________________________ 90-3

BULC SSERP. Thginot.___________________ 92-1

NEWS FLASH: Patti Schoener quits her winning golf
circuit tour to take up with the entire Minnesota
Twins team Play ball!
92-1

JELLYBEAN, if I stop calling you a bitch, will you
marry me?
92-1

JOB CAMPAIGN WORKSHOP. Resumes.
Interviews. Exploring Career Opportunities.
Saturday, May 1, 9 a.m.-1 p.m., Teacher Center.
Pre-registration required by April 26. Call 72189-4
1620.______________

rWorld news
THE WORLD

NU-AGE ASTROLOGY, Holistic Health. 721-7282.
___________________
82-12

help wanted___________________
NEED PERSONS interested in providing cars for
handicapped children and adults. This is parttime. Salary negotiable. Persons needed in
Missoula, Ravalli, Sanders. Lake and Mineral
counties. A training session will be held May 1,
1982. For more information and application call
542-0127 in Missoula.___________________ 92-5

MONTANA

• A d e le g a tio n o f
legislators from the Montana
State Prison area near Deer
Lodge yesterday presented
Gov. Ted Schwinden with a
list of prison improvements
which the institution’s staff
claims would preclude the
need for an additional
prison.

THE NATION

• Democrats

TROUBLED? LONELY? For private completely
confidential listening, come to the Student WalkIn, southeast entrance, Student Health Service
Building. Weekdays 8 am to 5 pm. Also open every
night. 7-11 pm, as staffing is available.
88-28

new ideas for financing
Social Security, rather than
slashing benefits, as White
House and congressional
negotiators resumed private
talks aimed at a budget com
promise.

• With her warships near
ing the Falkland Islands and
already poised to storm the
British dependency of South
Georgia, Great Britain
presented the Reagan ad
ministration yesterday with a
plan which was seen as a
final, long-shot attempt to
avoid bloodshed with Argen
tina. SoCith Georgia is 800
miles east of the Falklands
and was captured by Argen
tine forces a day after the
invasion of the main islands
April 2.

advanced

5o5

MISS MILLIGAN wants youl Now! Scottish Country
Dance Instruction, free. Friday, 7:30 p.m.. Fine
90-3
Arts 302._____________________

MEN AND WOMEN SEE ALASKA if you want
ADVENTURE and summer employment in
Alaskan seafood industry. Call 1-907-383-3696 or
write: DAR. Publications. Box 112, Sand^oint, AK.
99661-0112 for more Info.
92-2

ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS. $5000-20.000. Oilfield.
Construction, Canneries etc. For booklet
complete with job availability, wages, housing,
addresses etc., send $4.95 to Alaskan Jobs. Box
44030 S. 58. Tucson, AZ 85733.
90-3
CREATIVE TEACHER wanted for alternative
school. Primary responsibilities language/arts
and social studies for elementary students ages 6
to 10. Send resume, references and letter to
Chairman of the Board, Frank Sennett, 1605
Madeline Ave., Msla., MT 59801 by April 30,1982.
__________ _____________________
89-4
HELP WANTED. Tennis pro for Meadow Village
Tennis Court, Big Sky. summer. Contact Nancy,
993-4451,995-4560.___________________ 85-8
OVERSEAS JOBS — Summer/year round. Europe,
S A m e r. Australia, Asia. All fields. $500-$1200
monthly. Sightseeing. Free Info, write IJC Box 52MTZ, Corona del Mar, CA 92625.
81-16

. bicycles
3-SPEED and 10-speed bikes. $25-540: 1-speed
women's $20. 728-4325.
92-1

clothing _____________________
SPRING CLOTHING now ai DOVE TALE. Vintage
and New Wave Fashions. Best prices in town.
Mon.-Sat., 11-5.612 Woody.
86-11

for rent
4 BDRM. HOUSE. 3 blks. from U $88/mo. Partly
furnished. 2 car garage. 543-5866.
90-3

roommates needed
2-BEDROOM apt. $125. Utilities included. Close to
U. 728-3277 after 5:00, help. ____________92-2
FEMALE
—- $100/month includes
washer/dryer. 549-3478.______

services
STUDENTS! UNIVERSITY Dental Service. 2435445, Teeth cleaning. $5.00,
86-12

typing
IBM, EDITING. Fast, convenient. 543-7010.
TYPING SERVICES - 251-3079.

90-3
90-26

PROFES8IONAL MANUSCRIPT SERVICES
IBM Selectric typing. Copy editing and rewrites.
Prlntlng/publlshlng consultation also available.
Superior quality. Competitive rates. Convenient Udistrlct location. 10% discount to new clients. 7289174.____________________________ ______ 89-8
THESIS TYPING service. 549-7958.

79-37

PROFESSIONAL IBM TYPING. Lynn. 549-8074.
Thesis specialist/editor.
82-33
EDIT-TYPIT student rates—typing, editing, word
processing,
papers,
theses,
dissertations—
scientific, technical, legal, resumes, letters, apps.
South & Higgins, M-F, 9-5. 728-6393.
82-33
SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICE8, word
processor for all error-free typing needs, also
weekends and evenings by appointment: 251-3828,
251-3904,
_______________ m______ 82-33
THESIS TYPING SERVICE. 5497958.

82-33

Instruction__________
THE JEM SHOPPE. Gem faceting classes. 728-4077.
______________
70-46
105 S. Higgins.
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown—Missoula.
Wednesdays and Saturdays. 114 W. Pine. All ages
Ballet, Character, Modem, Jazz, Primitive and
Spanish (classical and Flamenco), Dancercise.
Also pre-dance fo r small children ( 1) 777-5956;
721-1386; 549-4270.
79-36

scholarships_____________
SCHOLARSHIPS: TUITION. Books, Fees, $100 per
month. 243-2769-4191.________________ 90-26
SCHOLARSHIPS tuition, books, fees, $100/month.
243-4191, 243-2769._________
82-33

Information retrieval________
SEARCH LARGE computerized data bases for
references you can't find locally. Structured Data
83-8
Systems, 728-1097.___________

for sale______________
PLANE TICKET — one way, Missoula to NYC. Good
thru end of July, Irene. 1-726-3741, $150. 91-2
SCOH A 457 stereo amp, 60 watts. $100: Scott S188
speakers. $100/pr. 721-4134 or 243-4842. Ask for
91-3
Rick In 116C.________

transportation_________________
RIDERS WANTED for trip to Pullman, Wash. Call
728-5375.

CREATIVE PRESCHOOL Aide: Wanted for
alternative pre-school. Hours from 9-3 daily. Send
resume, reference and letter to Philip Belangie,
Pre-school Coordinato. Route 5, Miller Creek
Road, Missoula, MT 59803. Must be received by
May 3.________________________________ 91-6

NEEDED — RIDE to Helena for two to attend the
Native American Art Symposium beginning Fri.,
April 24th. Will help with driving and gas. Call 7217688._________________________________ 90-3

ACCOUNTING STUDENT needed to help with
bookkeeping part-time. Call John, 721-2920,
Schubert's Bike Shop.
86-6

NEEDED — RIDE to Helena Friday, April 24th. Can
leave after 1:00. Call 721-7079 after 9:00 p.m.
_____________ _______ ____________
90-3

gardens
ASUM STUDENT Garden Plots available now. Only
$15. Sign up in U.C. 105. Hurry, going fast. 90-7

soccer____________
WANT TO play Intramural Soccer? Call 243-2096 for
details.
91-2

92-1sublet_________________
to
MAY-SEPT. Apt. $130/mo. 6 blks. to campus, 8 to
town. 721-5524.
92-4

aura reading
NEED A Spring cleaning o f your Aura? Call 7280242 fo r a reading.
go-3

FREN CH F IL M F E S T IV A L
WEEK OF APRIL 18-24
DIFFERENT FILMS EVERY NIGHT

ENGUSH SUBTITLES. 35MM.
—FRIDAY, APRIL 23 ONLY—

]

ISABELLE ADJANI

in

W E E K E N D
E N T E T T A I V M E S I

CLARA AN D THE
SWELL G UYS

L

M

(CLARA et les CHIC TYPES)

This bright and cheerful comedy features members of Le
Splendid. Parisian cabaret comics and. as Clara. Isabelle
Adjani (The Story of Adele H.. Herzog's Nosferatu) in a
buoyant story about a runaway wife-to-be and les chic types
she encounters on the way to Grenoble. Nearly thirty years
*
old with tennis shoes and illusions they don't want to give up,
the "swell guys’’—four boys and two girts—form a rock
group, the Why Notes, to escape the boredom of everyday life. Among them is a constant
exchange of humor, love, friendship, ideas and hopes. They meet Clara and. for two days and
three nights, all their lives are turned into an irresistable happening. Directed by Jacques
Monnet. Color.

—SATURDAY, APRIL 24 ONLY—

MARIE-CHRISTINE
BARRAULT

STEAL AWAY AND COME SEE

WOMAN IN A TW ILIGHT
GARDEN
(FEMME ENTRE CHIEN et LOUP)

THIEF

Set in Belgium during World War II. Woman In a
Twilight Garden is a low key but powerful story of
human .loyalties and shifting values by surrealist
filmmaker Andre Delvaux. Marie-Christine Barrault
(the star of Cousin, Cousin#) plays the thoughtful
protagonist, a woman whose husband becomes
active in the Belgian nationalist movement but who
is converted to Nazism and joins his conquerors when Belgium falls. She bears this reversal
with dignity, but now shunned by her neighbors and family, she retreats into the privacy of her
own home But one night her privacy is suddenly violated and she must decide which of her
allegiances she w ill honor Roger Van Hool is the husband and Rutger Hauer (the lead in
Soldier of Orange) is prominently featured Color.

f7

tHtaYtif )

515 SOUTH HIGGINS

LATE SHOWS

A suspenseful thriller about a
professional whose take-home
pay is $410,000... tax free, who
doesn’t need the mob, but they
need him! Starring James
Caan, Tuesday Weld, and
Willie Nelson.

FILMS SHOW BOTH
NIGHTS AT 7:00 & 9:15 P.M

MATINEES

FRI. & SAT.—11:30 P.M.SAT. & SUN.—4:30 P.M
ROBERT DOWNEY'S INCO RRIG IBLY IRREVERENT
VISION OF THE UNIVERSE

____ GREASER’S PALACE
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utilities.
91-6

ROOMMATE WANTED: to share spaoious 2
bedroom apartment. Fenced backyard. Pet O.K.
$160 Includes all utilitiesl. cable, phone. Call 7287816 after** 5 p.m.
91-2

Sunday
UCB

April 25

.504/Students

8 PM

1.00/General

AN ASUM PROGRAMMING FILM PRESENTATION

FRIDAY a SATURDAY ONLY!

ANNETTE HAVEN
LONI SANDERS

rtfO L

I COLUMBIA
1CTURES RELEASE

D l I IC I

v^omeay

“THE GROOVE TUBE’

STUDIO I

1265 W. Front - 543-6993,.

FRI.-SAT. MIDNIGHT!
Adm. $3.50 • Co»tum«» Welcomel

Starts Dusk • “Tube" First
One Complete Show

GO WEST!

VERONICA HART
LEE CARROL

CANDY STRIPPERS

OPEN 10 A.M.
CONTINUOUS
SHOWINGS

r L U O ! Classic Returns

The wildest, funniest spool
In movie history!

USA DeLEEUW
JULIET ANDERSON

MISSOULA MUSEUM OF THE ARTS AND
FORT MISSOULA HISTORICAL MUSEUM

Drlv*-ln«Hy. 10 W
• 5 Miles West
of Airport

SLEEPER CLUB
LATE SHOW

PRESENT .

FRI. & SAT. 12:00
MATINEE
SUNDAY 4:45
^

WILMA I
“SAVANNAH SMILES”
Frl.-Sat. Eves. 7:20 & 9:20
Other Eves. 8:00 Only
Sat.-Sun. Bargain Mats. 2:00

E TH N IC

N

FILM FESTIVAL

SHARP-SIAS
Missoula Theatres

ROXY

718 S. Higgins
543-7341

APRIL 24-25 CEDDO (USMAN SEMBENE, AFRICA'

‘ . . AUDACIOUS
BIZARRE
HILARIOUS. .
—RICHARD GRENIER,
C O SM O PO LITAN

Opening remarks o»the Fiim Festival try Elite Koehn (whogrew up m Ethoo»e) wtS spas* on Cm36
L-C. MoGlynn(of the U of MPNtoaophy
Deei.)enmtjbnbo~ and•'W ild Chid." Den Rub*y(e*ee«eieewfW andwicnee)on""WorldolAeu.'

MAY 1-2 YOJIMBO (AKIRA KURASAWA, JAPAN)
Bafora the (noma w and have a apaciat Etftnc Fashen show Maturing traditional dotting Irom a
over(haworld.

WILMA II

MAY 8-9 WILD CHILD (FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT. FRENCH)
Plue aFrenchAn ahowmgin thelobby.

"TALK DIRTY TO ME”

X Rating Strictly EnforcedI

H A R R IS O N
FORD

GEN E
W IL D E R

MAY 15-16 WORLD OF APU (SATYAJIT RAY, INDIA)

Fri.-Sat. Eves.: 7:00, 8:30,10:00
Other Eves.: 7:30 & 9:00
Sat.-Sun. Barg. Mats. 2:30

Comaaarlylor ourHmongan aahdttnn and Hmongtoodlaawtg party.

SATURDAYS AND SUNDAYS. 2 P.M. WORLD THEATRE
SERIES TICKETS: $7.00 PER PERSON
INDIVIDUAL TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR
ADULTS $3.00 CHILDREN $2.00
SERIES TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: MISSOULA MUSEUM OF THE ARTS
FORT MISSOULA HISTORICAL MUSEUM AND THE WORLD THEATRE

WILMA III
David Lean's Immortal Film of
“DOCTOR ZHIVAGO”
7:30 P.M. Only
Ends Saturday!

SPONSORED BY THE WORLD THEATRE
BENEFIT FOR THE MISSOULA HERITAGE FESTIVAL

ROXY
Disney’s “ROBIN HOOD'
7:20 P.M. & 8:55 P.M.
Sat.-Sun. at 1:00, 2:35,
4:10, 5:45, 7:20, 8:55

NOW SHOWING

WORLD
THEATRE
2023 S. HIGGINS

Fri.-Sat. MidnightI
“THE ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOVT

SHOW TIMES
7:00 & 9:00

GO WEST DRIVE-IN
Bill Murray In “STRIPES”
Plus!
“THE GROOVE TUBE”

IFRI.-SAT. EVES. AT7:20 & 9:20* OTHER EVES. 8:00 ONLY
SAT.-SUN. BARGAIN MATINEES AT 2:00 ONLY

Q uest
forF ire
A S cien ce Fantasy A dventure
131 8. Higgins
543-7341

M ILrlAti bnUalun M a a ia

Starring

IPOI

M A R K M I L L E R and D O N O V A N S C O T T
and introducing B R I D G E 11 b A N D E R S E N

INItKNAllUnAl CINEMA CORPORATION Ptoatan al a JEAN JACQUES ANNAUO Ms "QUEST FOR FIRE"
EVERETT McGill • RAE DAWN CHONG • RON PERLMAN • NAMUR EL KADI
nrwhPHIUPPESARDf stewiiwatecreated tr ANTHONY BURGESS rnummitmnhDESMOND MORRIS M e a n JACQUES OORFMANN as VERA BELMONT
Hah 6ERARD ORACH M d e b b a m J ! ROSNY. Sr. i « r n « MICHAEt GRUSKOfE
JOHN KEMENY * DENIS HEROUX m JEAN JACQUES ANNAUi
EX

J aneail SwadinckAbieavstlaMe« KABeardsaadlaw

:LECT£0 Th£atres

haiatlt it Pttertuti fromhlmine Boats©
<98? TWENTIETH CENTURV.i
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M iss__________
Cont. from p. 1
she said.
The first rurrner-up will receive a
scholarship for $125, while the
second runner-up will receive a
$75 scholarship. The money is
donated by Missoula businesses
and may be applied only to school
costs, including those, for Vo-

W eekend
TOO AY
Meetings
Social work practicums for 1962-63, 10 a.m..
University Center Montana Rooms
Davis Brothers pharmaceutical corporations, 8
a.m., UC Montana Room
World Wide Dream Builders, 7 p m., UC Ballroom
Dance
International Folkdancing, 7:30 p.m.. Men's Gym,
free
Class
Relationship Studies Program fo r married/living
together couples, call Phil Bornstein, 243-4623
Forum
Ground Zero Week, noon, UC Mall
Luncheons
Davis Brothers Luncheon, noon, UC Montana
Rooms
Workshop
Therapeutic Touch, MSU School of Nursing, 7:30
p.m., UC Mohtana Rooms
Coffeehouse
Judy Fjeli. Four-piece band, 8 p.m., UC Loonge,
free
SATURDAY
Concert
Young Artists Woodwind Quintet. 2 p.m., Missoula
Museum of the Arts. 335 North Pattee
Meetings
Ending Hunger — a Briefing, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., UC
Montana Rooms
Citizen Councils, 8 a.m., UC Montana Rooms
Theta Rho. (Alberta). 8:30 p.m., UC Montana
Rooms
Delta Kappa Gamma Initiation, 11 a.m., UC
Montana Rooms
Workshop
Therapeutic Touch, MSU School of Nursing, 9
a.m., UC Montana Rooms
Luncheons
Citizen Councils, noon, UC Ballroom
Dinner
First Christian Church Dinner, 5:30 p.m., UC Gold
Oak East
Delta Kappa Gamma Founders Day, 12:16 p.m.,
UC Montana Rooms

Tech, business or beauty colleges
approved by the Pageant Board.
The Missoula winner will ad
vance to the Miss Montana
Pageant in Billings this June,
where she will compete for a

U M ________
Cont. from p. 1
them prepare for college-level
work.
Curnow said that credit toward
graduation should be given for
some of these courses because
students tend to work harder in
courses that will count toward
graduation.
“We devalue a course in the eyes
of students when we don’t give
credit for it,” she said.
She said it isn't acceptable to
blame the high attrition rate on
students’ lack of money or other
outside factors.
"We have to do what we can
now,” she said. “ People need to be
aware that we're losing half our
students."
The committee is planning to
contact a random sample of
fresh m e n and so p h om o re
dropouts to determine why they
left.
According to Curnow, if onehalf of these students had stayed
to graduate, 18 additional faculty
members could have been hired.

$2,000 scholarship. If she wins the
State Pageant, she’ll compete in
the Miss America Pageant later in
the summer for $20,000 in
scholarships.
The contestants are not judged
solely on appearance. In fact, that
has little to do with the pageant,
Kuburich said.
Talent competition is worth 50
percent of the judges' scores. The
other half is based on a personal
interview, evening gown and
swim suit competition.

Wo __________
Cont. from p. 1
fruitless today.
There is. “fear in the hearts of
nations," activist Jim Weinberg,
senior in education said. Nations
can no longer address world
problems or contribute to “the
evolution of the species,” he said.
W einberg,re p re s e n tin g
Students for the Preservation of
the Species, urged students to
examine their loyalties and take
from their education an expertise
that will help to preserve mankind.
Lisa Grunstein, sophomore in
general studies and emcee at the
rally, encouraged people to
become concerned and take ac
tion so “ maybe next year we can
dream in the sun — just dreafn in
the sun and not worry” about
nuclear war.

It’s Cheese Week
at the Good Food Store
Howe’s Cheese “ Everyday lo w
Cheddar $ 1 " p o u n d
Parmesan

FREE SANDWICHES AT 11:30

920 K ensington. At K ensington & Stephens. H ours: 9 :3 0 -7 :0 0 . M onday
through Thursday: open till 9:00 Fridays. 6:00 Saturdays. Phone: 728-5823.

B ulk & w h o l e
Fo o d s
j

$359

H a m m ’s
12 p k ...........

Watney’s Imported
Beer Now
Available!
OPEN 24 HOURS
One-Stop Exxon

540 E. Broadway

SPRING IS HERE-We

Got the Beer!
FRIDAY, SATUR DAY & SU N D A Y SPECIALS
• Dfnkle Acker “mini kegs" * 9 ® ®

LARGE
GROUP

5 litre

Tennis
Rackets

reg. $11.65

Heidelberg

SAVE $1.70

Old Milwaukee

ICE COLD & READY TO POUR!

2650

16 Gal. Kegs *
re g . $ 3 0 .5 0

RUNNING SHOES
PONY & OSAGA
REG. $35.00
(IRREGULARS)

NYLON
R U N N IN G SHOES

MONTANA’S ^
•"SI KEG K APITO LA**

REG. $32.00

And

WINE WAREHOUSE
JUST ARRIVED!

WE’LL SHOW YOU WHY
WERE MONTANA’S
KEG KAPITOL

CAMPING SPECIALS

Colored Sweat Suits
\

v

SPRING INTO
ONE-STOP

BAND

Downtown beneath th e Acapulco

M s Eqiipne

$323 POUND

A delicious im port. Ungrated.

COLTER
Prem ier Rhythm ft Blues
NO COVER UNTIL 9:30 P.M.

Good
FGDD
Store

Made from raw milk with n o
coloring added

JOHN

SUNDAY
Film
Thief, 8 p.m., UC Ballroom, $.50 students, $1 non
students
Benefit Run
Big Butte YMCA Benefit Run, 10 a.m., Montana
Tech, Butte, $7

$1^ POUND

price”

LT. BLUE— G O LD— MAROON
GREEN, RED, NAVY, GREY
TOPS and BOTTOMS

3-MAN

DOME TENT
Fireproof, nylon screen w/3 way zipper, nylon
mesh ventilation, glass fiber poles, steel
pegs. Size: 6)(’x6ft’x4%’.

GENUINE

BACK PACK
Aluminum Frame — 6 Pocket
Lightweight — Heavy Duty
Nylon Padded

$ 2 9 8 8
$ £ Q 8 8 PLU 601

Reg. 26.88

Reg. 79.8)

14"

FOLDING SHOVEL
Fuly extended — 23 Y \ folded 9” , blade
6'
lade 6"
Color O.D.

$ 2 3 ^R « 3 .3 .0 9

D SONS

Li ght weight, impervious to cold. W I not
crack or become brittle, at temperatures
down to minus 60*F

HIGHWAY 93
AT SOUTH AVE.
9 to 9 Daily
9-5:30 Sat.
11-4 Sun.
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FOAM BAG
PAD

TREMPERS SHOPPING CENTER

PLU 604
$488 Reg.
5.97

Willie Nelson’s new album
proves to be a disappointment
By Tim Benson
Kaimin C ontributing Reviewer

Willie Nelson must be trying to
change his image. Judging from
his newest album, Always on My
Mind, Nelson seems to be striving
for attention from the Frank
Sinatra crowd as well as the loyal
followers of traditional, downhome country.
But instead of appealing to both
groups, Nelson partly alienates his
old fans because his old fans and
the targeted new fans are too
diverse.

Review________
In recent years, Nelson has
gained a fervent backing of both
young and old fans of country
music. His vocal stylizing received
praise from teens and seniors
alike. Few artists can claim to have
a following so diverse in age. Yet,
he now seems to be attempting to
attract a more “sophisticated” set.
Nelson is obviously altering his
style little by little. Although the
album cover pictures Nelson wear
ing his familiar bandana and
sporting a beard and long hair, the
picture is neither a photo nor a
painting. It is a combination of
both and gives one an idea of what
to expect on the disc.
Although Nelson's title cut from
the album, “ Always on My Mind,”
quickly became a hit on the
country and popular charts, his

most interesting work is “ Do Right
Woman, Do Right Man." It is advice
to the lovelorn set to music. It is
comparable to some of the classics
that made Nelson great, such as
"Night Life” or "Crazy."
Nelson’s album is a must for
those who watch Monday Night
Football and want to sing along
with Dandy Don in the game’s final
minutes. Nelson's adaptation of
“Turn Out the Lights” is a little
snappier than Don’s.
Nelson's album abandons steel
guitars and nasal-toned vocals for
a more polished night club style.
However, Nelson retains the basic
formula that has made his albums
such great sellers.
The failure of this album is most
evident in his version of an oldtime Nelson favorite, “ Permanent
ly Lonely.” By replacing the in
strumental backing of a harmonica
w ith a saxophone. Nelson
attempts to find a blues sound. In
so doing, he simply destroys the
old favorite. Even the background
vocals of his sister, Bobbi, are of no
help.
Often, a song that is a big hit tjy a
certain performer, will fail mis
erably when done by another.
Nelson’s version of “ Bridge Over
Troubled Water” lasts too long and
is just not suited for his style of
singing.
This album will prove a big
disappointment
to
long-time
Nelson fans.

Insanity reigns supreme
By Charles F. Mason
Kaimin Fine Arts Editor

On Wednesday night, as part of
the education campaign called
Ground Zero Week, a film was
shown in the underground Lecture
Hall. The film, entitled The Last
Epidemic, was of a 1980 San
Francisco conference on the
medical consequences of a
nuclear war.

Review *•
Some of the points covered in
the film:
• A single one megaton nuclear
weapon, an “ average” weapon,
detonated over a major urban area
would create 50 square miles of
total destruction by blast and fire.
• Almost 500,000 people would
be killed with many others blinded
by the fireball of a nuclear explo
sion or made seriously ill by
radiation poisoning.
• All of the "survivors” with
injuries such as second- and thirddegree burns, ear and eye injuries,
wounds from flying debris, etc.,
would be faced with few doctors
and few medical facilities. Natural

ly, many more would die as a result
of the lack of medical treatment for
their injuries.
While the film was about the
medical results of nuclear war, the
long-term affects from fallout and
the general social breakdown
would be profound and im
measurable. Civilization, as we
know it, would no longer exist.
The speakers in the movie,leading medical experts in their
respective fields, said there is no
effective civil defense plan that
could possibly be devised.
Yet, in spite of this, the U.S.
government is planning to spend
$4 billion for civil defense planning
for a nuclear war. Evidence in
dicates the Soviets already have an
established civil defense plan.
Does it all sound a bit frightening
and insane?
More than 15,000 people attend
ed an anti-nuclear rally in San
Onofre, Calif., on March 28.
More than 200 cities and towns,
including Missoula, endorsed par
ticipation in Ground Zero Week.
A recent Gallup Poll showed that
more than 70 percent of those
polled advocate a freeze in the
building of nuclear weapons by
both the United States and the
Soviet Union.
There is a movement taking
place. It might be the biggest
grassroots movement in history. It
is a movement demanding an end
to the madness of nuclear
weapons buildup.
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Kaimin

U N IV E R S IT Y
CENTER
Pay Film: “Thief*
New Age Thinking
Advanced Timber Cruiser Training
Soil Conservation Service
Missoula Personnel A ssoc. Luncheon
W R C Brown Bag: “Providing a Female
Role Model: Working with Kids”
Central Board
UM OP Lecture and Slide Show
on the Rattlesnake Wilderness
S A C Lecture: “Seeds and the
Crises in Agriculture”
Talent Search Program
W estern Montana Music Festival
Coffeehouse: “Bodey and Zanetto”
W estern Montana Retired
Teachers Assoc. Luncheon
Paul Winter Consort Concert
Free Film: “Blonde Venus”
How to Survive the Stress
of Daily Living
Red Cross Blood Drawing
ASU M Budgeting— Informal Lobbying
CPA Exams
W R C Brown Bag: “Physical Aspects”
UM OP Film: “All for the Rivers”
CPA Luncheon
U of M Senior Law School
Luncheon
Business Scholarship Banquet
UM OP Lecture and Slide Show
by Dr. Robert Schone
Coffeehouse: “Steve Bruno
and Tim Meyer”
Delta Kappa Gamma Brunch
Pay Film: “T o Kill a
Mockingbird”
1st National Bank 24-hour Teller
Copy Center
Copper Commons
Gold Oak
Gold Oak Sandwich Shop
Bookstore
Recreation Center

Recreation Annex

Men’s Gym
Grizzly Pool

HJinjok &2.
Kin nun

U C Gallery

’

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

25
27-29
27-29
27
28

8 pm
8 am
9 am
12:30 pm
Noon

Ballroom
Mt. Rms.
Mt. Rms.
Mt. Rms.
Mt. Rms.

Apr. 28
Apr. 28
May 5

Noon
7 pm
7 pm

Mt. Rms.
G .O .
Mt. Rms.

Apr. 28

8 pm

Lounge

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

8 pm
9 am
8 pm

Lounge
Rm. 114
Mt. Rms.
Lounge

May 1
May 1
May 2

12:30 pm
8 pm
8 pm

G .O .
Ballroom
Ballroom

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

9 am
11 am
7 pm
Noon
8 pm
Noon

Mt. Rms.
Ballroom
Mt. Rms.
Ballroom
Mt. Rms.
Lounge
Mt. Rms.

May 7
May 7

Noon
7 pm

Mt. Rms.
G .O .

May 7

8 pm

May 7
May 8

8 pm
10 am

Lounge
Copper
Commons
Mt. Rms;

May 8

8 pm

Ballroom

29
30 & 31
30
30

3 & 4
4
4
5-7
5
5
6

Mon.-Fri.
8:30-5 pm
Mon.-Fri.
7 am-11 pm
Sat. & Sun.
11 am-11 pm
Mon.-Fri.
9 am-1 pm
Mon.-Fri.
11:45 am-12:45 pm
Mon.-Fri.
8 am-5:30 pm
Sat.
11 am-4 pm
Mon.-Thurs.
9 am-11 pm
Fri.
9 am-midnight
Sat.
Noon-midnight
Sun.
Noon-11 pm
Mon.-Thurs.
8 am -10 pm
Fri.
8 am-9 pm
Sat.
11 am-8 pm
Sun.
Noon-8 pm
Mon.-Fri.
6:30 am-6 pm
Public Swim
Mon., W ed., Fri., Sat. 7:30-9 am
Sat. & Sun.
2 pm-4 pm
Fitness Swim
Mon.-Fri.
7-9 am, noon-1 pm, 5-6 pm
Mon., W ed., Fri. 9-10 am
Sat. & Sun.
12:30 pm-2 pm
Mon.-Fri.
8 am-8 pm

P lease C a ll 2 4 3 -4 1 0 3 for Additional Inform ation
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FEATURING THE
FINEST FOODS IN
THE MEXICAN
TRADITION.

Deathtrap

227 W. Main Downtown Missoula 721-3864

F in a lly ,
suspense fans,
Hollywood has produced an edgeof-your-seat comic thriller in
Deathtrap, a film adopted from Ira
Levin’s Broadway hit. This film is a
refreshing
cloak-and-dagger
adventure, set in what’s left of the
pastoral East Coast.

Cover

Syrcus f
TRADING POST

SALOON
^

By Diane Sullivan
Kaimin Contributing Reviewer

Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
11:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Saturday: 4:30*10:00 p.m.

3 HOUR HAPPY HO UR: 6 — 9
Featuring

Deathtrap ‘skillful’ and ‘fun’

TGIF—
THANK GOD IT ’S FRIDA Y

Directed by Sidney Lumet
Starring Michael Caine, Dyan
Cannon, and Christopher Reeve
Grade: B+

Review
Michael Caine portrays Sidney
Bruhl, a charming psychopathic
playwright. As the film begins, his
new play has just opened to
disastrous reviews, sending him
into a bout of depression. Sidney
returns home, hung over and
despairing, to find that a former
student (Christopher Reeve) has
sent him a draft of his first play —
and it’s brilliant. In a last-ditch
attempt to regain his obscured
renown as a writer, Bruhl invites
his student to his rich/rustic coun
try home with the intentions of

murdering him and purloining his
play, “ Deathtrap.”
That is as much plot as should be
divulged, but it is only the begin
ning of a convoluted, devious tale.
Things are never what they seem in

NOON — 6

30C

SCHOONERS
$ 1 . 2 5 PITCHERS
5 0 c HI B A LLS
10:30 — 11:30

IO C

BEERS

$1

PITCHERS 50C H I BALLS

THE L IB R A R Y

m

__

____

Steak Bom*

^BLACK AMBUS H" " * 1

728*2668

700 W. Broadway

Join us for

JCethelhaus

Next To Paradise
it’s . . .

Saturday Night
Live and SCTV
Special!

93 Strip

Happy Hour from
11:30 — close

Enjoy Swimming
Year Around

While you watch
great comedy!

—Natural Mineral Hot Springs—
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor Hot Pool
Indoor & Outdoor Soak Tubs
Private Jacuzzi's
Supper Club & Bar
R.V. Hookups
Cabins
only an hour’s drive
Showers — Laundry
from Missoula thru
• Groceries — Gas
Fantastic Scenery
• Live Music
Along the Clark Fork River
X -C o u n try S k iin g
R elaxing

Fishing
Sight Ssslng

Featuring

"The Animal House”
SALOON AND DANCE HALL

NO COVER
with

SILVER RIVER, TEXAS
TOM AND THE COWPIES,
and the

Plains

826-3150

BOB MARSHALL BAND East of Paradise, Mt
BRING A TENT OR SLEEPING BAG

P.O. Box 187

GRAND
REOPENING
54

Thanks to a special allocation from Central Board,
TUTORING is once again open for business.
Don’t wait till midterms are breathing down your neck. A
tutor can help you to avoid getting lost or behind in your classes.
But you should start now .. . before things get desperate.
The Center for Student Development’s tutoring service is
for all students and, because ASUM provides partial funding, the
cost to you is low.
Come to the Center for Student Development, Room 148,
the Lodge. Let our tutoring program help you reach your
academic goals this quarter.

Toniaht and Tomorrow

V

a r b y

w ttS Q v

C O M E D IA N & M A G IC IA N

Latin Jazz Rock, Reggae Roll

5 :0 0 - 6 :3 0 H appy H our

Appearances on: The Tonight Show
and Mike Douglas
Live in the Copper Commons

T uesday, April 27
8 p.m . FREE
An ASUM Programming Presentation
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this film, for plot twist is everything
in Deathtrap.
This film combines intricacy of
story with good, solid acting and
few characters. Michael Caine is
low-key and lethal as Bruhl and
Dyan Cannon does a fine — if
somewhat affected — job as his
jumpy, cloying (and wealthy) wife.
Irene Worth's portrayal of the
eccentric European psychic next
door is amusing. However, the
surprise acting stint in the film is
pulled off by Christopher Reeve,
who gives his “sociopathic”
character an interesting, mul
tifaceted disposition. In Deathtrap,
Reeve proves that he can trans
cend his one-dimensional Super
man role.
Deathtrap is an entertainment
film. Its impossible plot and dimenovel devices lend it about as
much significance as Friday the
13th. However, unlike the new
horror genre, Deathtrap is not
tasteless and gruesome in its evil.
With dialogue as sharp as its
daggers, Deathtrap is skillful,
melodramatic fun.

Entertainment
notes
• Richard Burton is making a
movie about Richard Wagner. The
film, Wagner, will cost $10 million
dollars and is being shot on
location in Europe. Venessa
Redgrave will play Wagner's se
cond wife, Cosima.
• A recent 60 Minutes episode
on art fraud branded The Fortune
Teller by George de La Tour at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art a
fake. The museum has produced
documentation to disprove the
claim. It says, however, that other
works claimed to be of noted
masters may be of “ doubtful"
origin.
• A different kind of film for
children, one that lets women be as
s trp n g as men, o r even
“swashbuckling," was called for
recently by feminist Sallie Fiske at
a lecture before the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Traditional cartoons, which
create an impression of helpless
females, can damage the psyches
of young girls, Fiske said.
Fiske, a Los Angeles journalist
and news producer, made her
comments during a - screening
devoted to the image of women in
animation. Although the cartoons
represented different eras, they all
seemed to perpetuate the same
image of women, Fiske said. “ I’d
like to see a different kind of film
for children," Fiske said.

Wilma and grapes don‘t mix
By Tim Benson

After walking down a hallway just
wide enough to accommodate one
normal-sized person and passing
by quaint sitting rooms, the movie
goer is ushered in to a room
beyond the average imagination.

Kaimin Contributing Reviewer

Sitting in a chair located in
gaudy surroundings with a $1.25
glass of sparkling wine in hand
seemed to be a strange way to
watch The Grapes of Wrath, John
Ford’s adaptation of John
Steinbeck’s classic novel about the
plight of California's migrant
workers during the Great Depres
sion.
While the Oakies struggled in
the California fields, many in the
audience enjoyed "vino" in cheap
plastic cups surrounded by what
resembles a "disco” church.
It’s difficult to take the tragic
story seriously when someone tips
over a whole row of seats and lands
flat on his face, while the people
with you laugh themselves to tears.
One minute a person can be
gripped by the plot, and suddenly,
several people topple to the floor
in a heap.
The theater is located in an area
normally reserved for derelicts.

Review
The theater is elaborately
decorated. The room features
bright white palm trees and a red
backdrop. During intermission, the
audience is bathed in a shower of
colored light from two spinning
crystal balls. When the movie
screen rises out of sight, a lovely
poster of Mae West, framed by an
ornately cared alter, is uncovered.
There are also life-size photos of
Clark Gable, Humphrey Bogart
and Marilyn Monroe.
Yet the Wilma III is an enter
taining place to be. If a more
suitable movie had been playing
there, the theater would be great.
But a gripping drama such as The
Grapes of Wrath deserves a more

Cannery Row falls short
By Alphonse Monet

after watching this disaster. The
performances are fatiguing. Nick
Nolte is confident enough to cruise
through, but co-star Debra
Winger, star of Urban Cowboy, just
couldn’t cut it.

Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Man, don't get,me wrong, I really
do like John Steinbeck. However,
recently, while visiting my native
Quebec, I had the misfortune of
seeing the film Cannery Row.
This film left me bored to death.
David Ward, the director and
screenwriter of this film, has gone
for all form and absolutely no
content. John Huston is a good
narrator and the cinematography
is rather good, but the film is plain
empty.
Ward's plot is as tired as I was

Acapulco
p o xic a n fa fa u r a n t
145 W. Front
Downtown Missoula

Haircut in April

With This
Coupon

o

n

t a

n

— CUT ME OUT —

a

*

C ollege
133 W. MAIN
Downtown

MISSOULA
9:30-5:15 Tues.-Sat.

MOVIES
&

Friday & Saturday

for 1
DRINKS 7—9

RUINITE

12Pack bottles
Lambrusco,

l

A
_ A

A
^

Q
^

Rosato.
Bianco
1.5 Litr

$

4

. 9

9

M ISSO ULA
BA TT IN G
CAGES
PITCHING MACHINES
BASEBALL • SLO & FAST-PITCH
SOFTBALL
30-90 m.p.h. Pitching Machines
N ow Open Nights!
-H O U R S Monday thru Friday
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday—9 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Sunday—10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Located on Fort Missoula Rd. west of Reserve between Fort Mela.
___________ - Tennis Courts and Community Hospital____________

728-CAGE

FOR RESERVATIONS

We Have “People Prices”
Not “Prepple Pricesl”

127 W.
Alder
7 am -

2 pm
7 days
a w eek

thel
.
c a Q d w ic P
O ehopoe

540 Daly
(across from
Jesse Hall)

April 24 & 25 Saturday & Sunday

Weekend Breakfast
SPECIAL 8-10 A M
Old F a sh io n ed
B lu eb erry P a n ca k es

All you can eat * 1.50
We’ve remodeled!
Come check out our fresh, homemade bakery selections.

ATTENTION
A L L A SU M
REGISTERED G R O U P S :

Monday & Tuesday

Sweet Smoke
2

Frl. & Sat.
Open til 2 AM

— * 1

Only 8
blocks from
the
University

B a R b e R

Party with

Us!

o ld foww 25

Free Shave \ $1.00 off any!

M

Sun.-Thur*.-

P R IC E S F O R
B A T T IN G C A G E S
.254 for 8 BALLS
$3.25 PER QUARTER HOUR
$6.00 PER HALF HOUR
$11.00 PER HOUR

• Hotcakes & Yogurt
Tasty and Filling ___ *285
• French Toast
Three Thick Slices of
French or
W h o lew h eat ..............*2°°
• Hot Turkey Sandwich
Dressing, Potatoes
and Cranberries ___ *2 5 0
• Taco Joe—Taco Meat,
Cheddar and Tomato Piled
on Thick Wheat Toast,
With Salad and Cornchips

* Free chips and sau ce
* Specially priced drinks in the garden bar

—

O PEN 6— 12

RESERVATIONS HAVE PRIORITY

If you have the opportunity to
see this film, please save the price
of a ticket and buy the book. I really
like you and I’d hate to see you
waste your time ancf money, man.

i

* 1701 Brooks

PHONE

4:30 — 6:00
* Free hot and cold hors d’oeuvres

CUT ME OUT

You Don’t Have To Be
A Preppie To Eat With

Review

FRI. HAPPY HOUR

In April

serious setting.
The film is based on a
depression-era family forced to
leave their home in Oklahoma after
the dust storms. They load all of
their life's possessions into a truck
and drive to California.
The family searches for survival
but finds exploitation and death.
The Grapes of Wrath is a good
film, but the movie skims over the
book's artfully written details and
never reaches the dramatic impact
of the book. The lines are
somewhat woodenly read, and the
feeling of human degradation is
not fully realized.
In the novel, the family is faced
with endless struggles just to
survive. The movie omits the
scenes of people scrapping the
bottom of railroad boxcars for
food. The strength in Steinbeck’s
novel was his ability to vividly
portray human suffering.
This is the extent of Ford's
success in capturing Steinbeck's
vividness. The interweaving plot is
lost in the film’s hurriedness.

* 111 Orange
OPEN 24 HRS.

POPCORN
featuring:
THE PINK PANTHER
& C O -H IT USED CARS
* *

7:00 PM

BUDGET REQUESTS ARE DUE
FRIDAY, APRIL 30, A T 5:00
NO exceptions allowed except by prior
arrangements with all of the ASUM Officers
Forms available in the ASUM Office, U.C. 105

tu C / t K O U S S A
2200 STEPHENS AVENUE ►

4P <*> 4s> 4 * 4> <t>
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Mozart's The M agic Flute
CHINESE BUFFET

SUNDAY 1 2 - 3:30
featuring:

In times long ago when the
worship of gods prevailed in
Egypt, there lived upon the banks
of the Nile a man who combined
the characteristics of a prince and
a high priest of the gods. His name
was Sarastro. He lived in a great
palace.
Sarastro held the secret
mysteries of the god Isis and
watched over all who sought true
wisdom.
In the same region, dwelt the
Queen of the Night. She was a
wicked woman who loved
darkness more than light. She
dressed in black. The Queen had a
single daughter, Pamina. She was
a lovely person with a virtuous
character. Sarastro, in order to
save her from her wicked mother,
had taken her from the Queen .. .
The Magic Flute, an opera in
English, will be performed in the
University Theater April 29,30 and
May 1.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

SWEET AN D SOUR RIBS
CH O P SUEY W ITH CHICKEN
FRIED BEEF SAMBOS
PAN FRIED NO O DLES W ITH PORK
EGG FRIED RICE
HO T AND SOUR SO UP
EIG H T TREASURE RICE PUDD IN G

t A ll You Can
$ 4 9 5
2102 Brooks

721-2909

Luncheon Special
MON.-FRI.
11 • 2:30
$1 to $2.95
with free soup

* CELLA ROSATA BA1NCO
LAMBRUSCO 1.5 Litre ...................* 4 "
* HAMM'S 12 pac b o ttles........ ......... $369
* PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW 6 pac. c a n s ..........................* 1 7 9
' i g f , * COORS LIGHT
6 pac ...................................................... * 2 59
* ANDRE’S COLD DUCK

M* 'f a k J M L

"

7

White, pink champagne, 750 ml..........

*2"

★ 24-HOUR FILM PROCESSING SERVICE
(By the Darkroom)

G R IZ Z L Y G R O C E R Y
K AM PU S KEG KORNER
Comer of S. Higgins and E. Beckwith
721-2679
Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-midnight — Sat.-Sun. 8:00-midnight

TAMINO (Russell Harvey) and PAMINA (Michelle Dlede) In The Magic
Flute.

HOAGIEUILLE
USA

CONNIE’S
OLD TOWN TAVERN
130 W. PINE

Mushroom Cheeseburger
S w e e t e n e d w i t h Hoagie Salt
FULL MENU OF SHARPE'S SPECIALTIES!
A C R O S S FR O M D O R N B L A S E R

RAIN
OR
SHINE

WE’VE GOT
SOMETHING
FOR
EVERYONE!

Kelty Solution II Goretex Parka
$103

Nike Lava Dome
Hiking Shoes $49.95

Patagonia Bunting Pile
Jackets
$53.50

Patagonia Stand-up
Shorts
$25

Kelty Nylon Drizzle
Rain Suits
$50

Rainbow Multi-layer
Sandals from $18.50

Old Time Atmosphere
Old Time Prices
Blueerass at Its Best
Friday & Saturday — April 23

8c 24

D cm
M O N RO E

NO
COUER
CHARGE

NEW ARRIVALS
ACHILLES AN D HBIE RAFTS
• W ET SUITS • A M M O BOXES
• K A Y A K S and CANOES

STOP BY!

^
Comer

S434966

of 3rd £ Higfina in MimouU
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Music Starts
at 9:00
Happy Hour:
Mon.-Sat.
5:30 - 7:00

MISSOULA

MONTANA

